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A • INTRODU~TI.ON. 
The beetle .§tenoscelis hylastoi~ (Woll.), first 
described in 1861 is a wood borer of quite considerable 
economic importance in the Western Cape Province of South 
Africa. 
Because it was not until recently that its effect on 
house timbers was noticed, it has never before been thor-
oughly investigated. Apart from the original description 
1. 
(WOLLASTON - 186$'), there i13 no information in the available 
literature regarding the ha.bits of the beetle which would 
have been of practical use in this thesis. 
This complete dearth of information therefore neces-
sitt.tt.ed starting from first principles, and deriving tech-
nique as the work progressed. This naturally involved 
much trial-and-error work which took up a lot ·of the avail-
able time. 
One of the main rea.sons for the difficulties encountered 
in the course of this work, is the fact that not only do 
both adults and larvae feed and live inside the wood, but 
the females return into the wood after copulation, to ovi-
posit. This phenomenon. is almost unique among woodboring 
beetles that have been investigated, (though it does occur 
occasionally .in others), so that there was no li tera.ture 
available with which to make comparisons, or from Which to 
obtain useful hints. Another serious handicap is the long 
life history of the beetle (about 1~ to 2 years from egg to 
the emergence of' the adult from the wood) • As the available 
time was only l~ years, much of the work in this thesis is 
of necessity incomplete, though long-term experiments are 
still und.er way, and may produce significant results at a 
later date. 
The fact that there has been no investigation of the 
beetle indicates that it was not until quite recently that 
2/ ••.•.•. it .... 
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it was considered of any great economic importance. In 
fact, until 1944, it was classifiec! at the .Division of 
Entomology, Rose bank, as a member of the family IEidae. 
However, when it brought itself to the notice of the Division 
of ~ntomology by its extensive and repeated atta,cks on 
public .property, it was clhnsidered necessary to get some 
idea of its Bionomics and general activi.ty, to facilitate its 
discovery and subsequent eradication, and to provide a means 
of setting the date of original attack for certain lB gal 
purposes. 
If f'or instance, a }-ieee of infested wood is discovered 
in which the majority of the larvae are of a certain defin-
ite size it can be st~ted with a certain amount of accuracy, 
how old these larvae are, and therefore how old the infest-
ation is. One is thus able to ascertain whether or not 
the timber-merchant concerned is responsible for the sale 
and installation of infested timber. 
The work wa.s undertaken at the Rosebank Entomological 
Station of the Division of Entomology, from where the author 
had easy access to the infestations in houses in the neigh-
bourhood, and in the ~estern Province generally. Infested 
wood. for experimental purposes was provi4ed by timber-pre-
serving firms in Cape Town. 
The author is aware of the fact that part of the in-
formation given in this thesis is of a rather negative 
character, while some .of the conclusions arrived at often 
show a trend of direction rather than a definite result. 
The limitation of time makes it .impossible to repea.t 
some of the experiments or to carry out new ones to come to 
more definite results. 
3/ ••••• B. Outline ••• 
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ii) CHARACTERS OF THE SUBFAMILY COSSON!NAE. 
' . - (From Bletchley 
&: Leng .... 1916) 
Small oblong or elo~ate, black or brown species having 
the eyes.small, sometimes wanting; beak variable in length, 
often short and broad; antennae variable, both in insertion 
and structure, the scape generally reaching to or beyond the 
eyes; club~small, oval, feebly antennulated; elytra long, 
conjointly rounded at t.ip concealing the pygidium; first and 
second ventral segments much longer than third and fourth · 
together; femora unarmed. 
iii) CHARAC'rERS OF THE Gli~NUS STENOSCELIS (Woll.) (l!"rom Blat-
chley & 
Leng - 1916) 
Subcylindrical, robust, very short beak, half &he 
length and somewhat narrower than the head; antennal grooves 
limited to a short broad cavity just in front of the eyes, 
soape short, slender, feebly clavate, scarcely half the 
length o£ the funicle; club rounded sl.ightly flattened, · 
obscurely antennulated. 
iv) ,!??SCRIPT~ON_OF SPJFCIES. (From /Jollaston 1865, Tooke 1949, 
(supplemented by personal observations). 
Length approximately 2.7 to 4.3 mms. Robust, sub-
cylind.rical. Black, feebly shining, colour unif'orm. Ros-
trum short\ square at tip. Antennae about half way down 
4/ ••••• rostrum .••••• 
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rostrum, 11 jointed (club 3 jointed). Thorax about as wide 
as long, constricted in front, slightly projecting at sides, 
densely and finely punctuated. 
Blytra. cylindrical, scutellum scarcely visible. Side 
paralell, obtusely rounded at tip; striae broad, coarsely. 
punctua .. ted. Intervals between punctuations regular. Dif-
ference between these and thoracic punctuations visible to 
the naked eye. Elytra cover pygidium. Tarsi with well 
devel·oped tarsal claws. 
ADULT 
FIG. I. 
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C - ECONO~IC IMPORTANCE. 
Stenoscelis occurs only in South Africa and St. Helena as 
far as is known, and it is only in the :former place that it 
is considered of economic importance .• Here it has been 
known as a. pest for only 7 or 8 years, and it i.s only in the 
.iestern Cape Province t.hat it is known to have been doing 
enough damage to wari'ant any real anxiety. The number of' 
reports of infestation of this beetle have, in the past·few 
years, increased at a sudden and alarming rate. 
These reports, sent in to the Hosebank Entomological 
Station by commercial timber-preserving firms in Cape Town, 
began to incre~se rapidly in 1946, and have gone from strength 
to strength since that time. The following table of reports 
of Stenoscelis infestations f'rom. 1944 to 1951 illustrates 









TABLE NO. 1 • 
1951 (To July) 









In the past two years, the number of reports of in-
festations have been rivalling those of Anobium pun£!.!B!!! 
(the furniture beetle) and ~ctus brunneus (the Powder-post 
Beetle), till now considered second and third, respectively, 
in importance after !!llotr!!-ee s baJul9q (the so-called Italian 
Beetle). Stenoscelis shows signs'of outstripping them both. 
As will be seen in a later section, the damage done by 
Stenoscelis is mainly to roof and floor timbers, though they 
may often attack any other part of' the house. This damage 
is very similar to that done by Anobium, and as in the case 
of Anobiurn .infestation, the cost of replacing badly infested 
timber and the subsequent treatment with preservatives of 
the rest of t,he woodwork in the house, is considerable • 
. . 
6/ •••.. Apart •••• 
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Apt rt from the •¥estern. Province, th.e one· isolated case 
·of Stenoscelis infestation in the Hand ~ines, caused the 
.removal and replacement of the timber. concerned, with no 
subsequent infestation •. 
- 7 .. 
D - DISTRIBUTION. 
i) ll~ THE iiORLD • 
. The beetle is reported only £rom South Africa. and 
St. Helena, and Wallace (l89£))and Tooke (1949), state that 
it is indigenous to these areas. A·pplications to Sir Guy 
Marshall, expert on Curculiotlids o£ the British Museum, 
indicated that he .had no kriowledge of Stenoscelis outside 
of these two areas. · 
ii) IN SOUTH AFRICA. 
Extensive correspond.ence was entered into with most of 
t.he larger Museums and Government Sntomological outstations 
.in South Africa, butfor the most .part, little information 
was obtained . in this way. Apparently, the beetle is unknown 
as a serious pest outside of t.he. He stem Province. 
However; a letter from Mr. Tooke, of the Division of 
~ntomology, Fretoria, states definitely that the insect has 
. t>een fairly frequently taken in Port Blieabeth and George •. 
As has already been mentioned the -beetle is very extensively 
known in the Nestern Province and has been found as far as 
Caledon. It is not reported from any place other tban the 
coastal belt, except for one isolated case in one of the 
Rand .Mines' whera.the infestation has not subsequently been 
repeated. The wood concerned in this case was, according 
to Mr. Tooke (who reported the incident) EucalY;e:tus sp. from 
Natal. Correspondence with the Chamber of Mines, Johannes-
burg, indicates tha.t t?-e timber did not, at any time, come 
. into contact with timber ·rrom the :/estern Province,. so that 
it could not. have been accidentally infested by proximity to 
infested timber from. the Western Province. This therefore 
indicates a di.stribution of Stenoscelis right rouna the coast 
.. 
from the iJest.ern Province to t~atal, but not inland. 
To have a clearer idea of the distribution between 
Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, a survey trip was undertaken 
s; ....... in •••••• 
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in February 1951; by .car, round the coast as :far as 
.Plettenberg Bay.· The trip exterJded through the Knysna 
forests, and as far inland as Oudsthoorn, with frequent 
stops along the way. · Although timber was inspected all 
along the route·, no indications .of ~enoscelis were found. 
Many samples taken along for the later examination also 
proved fruitless, though sowe revealed the presence of Anobium 
;EUnctatum and certain Bostrichids. The manager of .the State 
Saw Mills at George wa~ later approached with success, but 
·samples. ot infest-ed wood. wh.ich he later forwarded to the 
author, were found to contain !!,r.lobium. 
The trip was not extended beyond Plettenberg Bay, 
because the area beyond that falls under the jurisdiction 
of t.he Port ElizabethGovernment outstation, which had 
already been approached.· 
In the ,Jestern f'.roviooe, the distribution is very 
wi:de.spread (See It'ig .1). The concentration is .he-aviest in 
the southern suburbs, and particularly in the areas Mowbray 
to I'lumstead. 
A. list of Cape Town suburbs and nearby towns in which 
. . 
Stenoscelis has been found, together with an indication of 
the time of initial report of infestation, is given on page 
9. {All records are from the Div. ·Of Entomology, unless 
otherwise stated) • Towns are indicated in capital letters 
and suburbs by small letters. 
Unfortunately, these records usua.lly indicate infestat-
ions that have been under way for a good many years, and 
ther~fore cannot be accepted as an indi.cation o£ the rate or 
extent of spread of t.he beetle. However, the earliest 
· records show the beetle to have beeri a.lready ~idespread many 
years ago. 
9/ ••••• TABLE N0.2 ••••• 
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In .Fig. ·1, the shaded area indicates the distribution 
of' the beetle in the .1·estern Province, while those places 
which hC1ve had more than 10 infestations have been marked 
with a black dot, the name5 being placed beside -kthem. 
· • DISTRIBUTON . OF STENOSCEL!S lttLASTOIOCS 
IN THE WES TE~N PROVINt::E. SHADED 
AREA 




E - MATERIALS ATTAC~D. 
i) SI>I:CIES OF TIMBER ATTACKED. 
Stenoscelis attacks a wide variety of types of wood, 
both hard and soft, with a preference for the softer varieties. 
,/ollaston (1877) says: "I have taken this insect 
most abundantly within pieces of dry rotten wood, completely 
dusty and pulverised, as well as in old decayed posts.n 
Though the present author has observed Stenoscelis hy!a€-
toides under these conditions they are certainly not the 
conditions under which the beetle is most abundantly found, 
rather to the contrary. The beetles do not attack living 
wood. In one case where an apple tree was thought to have 
been killed off by Stenosceli!, it was later dound that the 
tree had actually been killed by a large Cerambycid borer 1w:tb 
subsequent infestation by Stenoscelis. 
The beetle must originally have attacked forest debris, 
but in the past few years it has begun to enter the new and 
convenient environment - hou.se timbers. 
The houses most frequently attacked are usually between 
6 ... 20 years old, with a concentration of attack on houses 
tetween 11 - 15 years of age. Uu.tside of these limits there 
are not many reports of attack, one rather unusual one being 
that of a house which was 105 years of age. (lt should be 
pointed out that th.e ages of the houses indicate approximately 
the ages of the timbers used. in their construction. Season-
ing of timbers today is usually a very rapid process taking 
usually no more than 3 - 6 months. ~t was for this reason 
that wood which was about 12 years old was used for most 
of the experiments described in la~er sections). 
By comparison it is ooted that whereas ~J?.Obium punctat\1!!! 
(the furniture beetle) preferably attacks wood that has been 
well seasoned and in use for a long time (usually about 20 
years), and Lyctus brurmeus (the powder-post beetle) prefers 
freshly felled timber (though it also attacks older timbers 
where the humidity is high), ~lotrupes bajulus (the Italian 
12 •••••• beetle •••••• 
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Beetle) attacks wood that is 6 - 10 years old. It can be 
seen that the range of .~stenose~ covers nearly all of 
these others, and may extend even fUrther (as for instance 
~•ollaston t s reference to dry pulverised wood). 
The following is a table comparing the species of' wood 
most frequently attacked by· the most common woodboring beetles 
in the Jestern Cape Province. 
beside each case. 































Pinus ins.ignus - Very Heavy 
Psuedotox:c:ga Very Heavy 
toxit'oiia · 
































Stenoscelis will attack 
both soft and hardwoods, with a bias towards the softer 
varietieR. ('!'h~se records are taken from the :files of the 
.... ntomology Dept. Hosebank). 
By comparison, it is seen that Anobium.atta.cks much the 
same cort of wood as stenoscelis, tha.t is, both so:ft and 
hard varieties, and both sap- and heart-wood portions. 
However, it prefers wood older than that attacked by Stenos-
celis. · LJ!ctus, on the other hand, conf'ines its attacks to 
the sap\'lOod of hardwoods, for the most part, and prefers wood 
much freshly felled than that attacked by Stenoscelis • 
.Hl'lot.rupe.s confines its attacks to coniferous timbers ex-
elusively. 
ii) THE ORIGINAL_!f.QST OF STENOSCELIS. 
Lf the beetle is considered to be indigenous it must 
necessarily have had an original, indigenous South African 
host plant. Since it attacks mainly dried timber of 10 -
15 years standing, it is most likely that this original l1ost 
was the debris of a forest tree. Unfortunately, as has 
been mentioned, the beetle attacks both soft and hard woods, 
and though it has a preference for the softer varieties, 
this does not narrow down the field to be investigated, to 
any great extent. 
j 1\1 po 1'tO n t: 
-'-t was thought that Yellowwood (the onlxA indigenous 
Gymnos~rm) might have been the original host, because 
Stenoscelis shows a distinct liking for pinewoods commonly 
in use today, and because Yellowwood occurs quite extensiyely 
along the coastal area in which Stenoscelis is distributed. 
ne.ve.'(' 
However, the beetle has~been reported as infesting Yellow-
wood; indeed it shows a distinct aversion to it, when blocks 
of the wood are provided for feeding purposes. The beetle 
will invariably attack an alternative piece &f wood if this 
is available. This indicates that Yellowwood was probably 
not the original host. 
As ~E£§£!!!2 occurs most frequently in the Western 
Cape Province, it was thought that the host plant might be 
found here, and some time was spent at the National Botan-
ical Gardens at Kirstenbosch, and on the slopes of Table Moun-
. tain, to try to find infestations in situ, since most of the 
commonest trees of the Nestern Province are to be found there. 
Hith the help of the Curator of the ftrstenbosch Gardens, 
the following list of trees was made up, and later inspected 
for signs of Stenoscelis attack. Unfortunately none was 
found. The trees mentioned here exist in fair numbers all 
along the coastal area as far as Natal, and accordiD5 to the 
14/ ••••• curator ••••• 
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Curator, are the better known forest trees along this area. 
F'or the most part the extremely hard woods have not been 
included, wh.ile some of the commonest shrubs in the .iestern 
Frovince have been.mentioned. 
SPECIFIC N f\MB. 
Apodytes dimidiata •••••••.••••• "White Pear. u 
Brabeium stellat.ifolium •••••••• 11 wild ~lmond" 
Calodendron capense •••••••••.•• uwild Chestnut H 
Croton sylvaticus •••••••••••••• ucroton" 
Cunonia capensis ••••••••••••••• nRed Alder 11 
·C t. . .p i "A ·• tt ur 1s~a ... ag nea ••••••••••••••• ssega~
Ekebergia capensis ••••.•••••••• ucape Ash 11 
Erythrina caffra ••••••••••••••• uKaffirboom" 
Faure a Macnaughtonii ••••••.•••• 1'Beukenhout'' 
F . ' . II ••• ld .... i tt ( B ' t . h . d 1cus capens1s....... . • • • • • • • • • "l . c g . os r1.c J.. s 
Gonioma kamassi ••••••••••••••• ! "Kamassiu present) 
liarpephyllum caffrum ••••••••••• t'Acif'f'ir Plum" 
Ilex mitis ...................... 11 Witbout 
Kiggelaria a.fricana •••••••••••• 11 Wild :Peach" 
Lachnopylis floribunda. .......... "llhite Alder'' 
Leucadendron argenteum .......... "Silver Tree" (~ctus 
Millettia caffra ................ "Umzimbeet" present) 
Ochna arborea •••••••..•.••••••• 11Cape Plane" 
Ocotea bullata ••••••••••••••••• ustinkwood" 
Olea africana •••••••••••••••••• t~wild vlive" 
Olinia cymosa •••••••••••••••••• '1Hard .fear 11 
Platylopbus trifoliatus •••••••• uWhite Alder" 
Rapanea melanophloeos •••••••••• .,Cape Beach 11 
Rauwol:fia caffra ••••••••••••••• "Wild ~.tuinine ·rree" 
Syzygium cordatum •••••••••••••• 1''ilater Berryn 
Trichelia emetica •••••••••••••• ''Natal Mahoganyu 
Virgilia divatricata ••••••••••• ttKpysna. Keurboom" 
Virgilia oroboides •••.••••••••• "Keurboom 11 
Pteroxylon utile ••••.•..••••••• "Snee zewood 11 





(Bostrichids and ~colltids) 
The insects found in the wood are placed next to the 
wood concerned. 
Unfortunately records are not available as to the type 
of wood attacked at st. Helena, but the author woullid like 
to suggest that when this information does become available, 
it will provide a clue as to the indigenous host in .::iout.h 
Africa. 
iii) LOCALITIES OF TIMBER ATTACK&D. 
Stenoscelis has been most frequently reported from roof 
timbers, although almost ru1y structural work is liable to 









3trip flooring . 





dindow Frame .s. 
·Architraves • 
Brande rings 
.Shingle Battens • 
. Picture Rails 
Poles. 
Cupboards. (Built-in) 
Joinery Generally .•..... 
EXT.KRNALLY. 
Pine Logs .• 
Dead fines (Forest Debris) · 
Dead Mulberry .. 
. Dead Apple . · 
Dead tiimosa. 
Other commodities att.acked(t.hough it-is doubtful if 
they would attack these normally) are Paper., Sawdust, Cork, 
while the_adults will bore.easily through a thick layer of 
bitumen (e.g. the undersides of parquet blocks) to eme-rge • 
. 16/. -~ • THE EGC STAGE •••• 
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F • TEE l:LG ST1\G~. 
~he ovipooited e~ was never obsr:rved, but observations 
of' the egg while still 1.1i thin the ovic.iuct ~•ere quite frequent. 
The r~eson for this is the habit which the beetles 
have o1· boring into the ti100d ime<iiately after copulation, to 
oviposit. :i'he eggs, vJhich are no doubt very small, 1.;are 
very probably overlooketi in the rough sides or ena of the 
tunnel \',;hich the females bore. .. hen it rJas realised that 
no other method \·1ould reveal the presence of eggs, the &uthor 
had to resort to dissection of female beetles after ferti• 













The female genital oreana are of a common type (See 
Fig 3), and the eces wPre always seen at the tops of the 
oviducts, usually still attached to the ends of the ovaries. 
They ~ere never observed in any other part of the 
genital organs. From the sizes of these undev~loped eggs 
it seEms that a group of tbur eggs arc lc..id &t one til!le, 1:Ji th 
17/ ••••• another ••.• 
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another batch followir~ soon after, There is a.l ways one 
large egg o.t the· end of each of the 4 ovaries, with a smaller 
one immediately behind each of these. 7'he fact that the 
ovipositor is not chitinised, suggests that the eggs are 
dropped at the end of the tunnel which the fertilised female 
bores, rather than being carefully placed in special burrows 
or grooves in any part. of the tuimel. This immediately 
makes it more difficult to find any ovlposi ted egt;s, because 
also dropped in ti1e tunnel is a lot of frass, which is simi-
lar to the supposed size and shape of the eggs • 
.An attempt was made to find out approximately bow long 
after fertilisation the eggs were laid, by the following 
method. Fertilised females were removed immediately after 
copulation to test tubes together with a sterilised piece of 
the wood from ~1ich they were originally taken. They were 
left a.lone t•or a certain period of time, and were then killed 
by beating and the ovaries were dissected out. The eggs 
were measured, both length and breadth. 
At first some conf'usion arose because it was noted that. 
eggs of all sizes were present in the oviducts at widely 
differing periods after fertilisation, but this was explained 
when females which had been kept separate for up to 8 months, 
without coming into contact with any other beetles, were 
also found to contain eggs of varying sizes. Nhat probably 
occurred is that, in common with many other beetles, St.enos-
celis females stored some sperms in the spe~atheca, and 
released these as they were required. The question then 
arises, as to why eggs of the beetle are not laid all the 
year round and consequently, why larvae of the smallest 
observed size (see section G - iv) are not found evenly 
distributed throughout the year, instead of showing a def-
inite period during which they occur in great numbers. This 
indicates that they all emerged from U1e eggs within a cer-
tain time, and thus that these eggs must all have been laid 
within a certain time. 
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In the laboratory it was found that one reason for this 
was the tact that females very probably re-absorb egg.s which 
are ready for oviposition, again in common with a large 
number of other beetles, when·ovipoaition conditions are not 
·correct. The correct conditions here probably include 
conditions of te.mperatu.re and relative humidity normally 
found in the winter months, or in t.h.e period of the year .in 
which the eggs are laid. A possible indication of.this 
occurs in the itilowing table of the sizi~S of eggs in ferti-
lised females at successive intervals o:t" 1 day, after copu-
lation. 
· 'tABLE 4. 
m:r:-ZJF DAY~ "A!?'tER • ' -.- AV~HAGg SIZe; Dll' EUGS !N l 
--·~QfU.b~'floN7 -·- i !J.VIDUC1'S ·{rn mm-s:r. 
~a.., .. · J ~ B~aH-th ..L ~ngt!!..-._. 
1 ' ;•0966 .1010 I 2 I .0986 .1115 ·3 I .0999 .1129 
4 l .1075 •. 1132 
5 l .1096 i .1163· 6 . l .1096 ' 
.1198 
7 ! .1114 ! .1225 
8 ! .1173 ~ .1352 j 1 
9 l .1254 .t .1633 10 .1273 .1974 
ll .1270 ' .2010 1 
f 12 .. i .1187' ·1872 
13 .1073 I .1352 14 j . · .1G04 .1263 
15 .~83. .1034 .oq 
- -- .... _ili_l ._,. --~ 
lt must be pointed out that each of these readings 
· refers to an individual· beetle and the table does therefore 
not indicate a co.ntinuous series •. It is noted however, that 
after about 10 days the eggs appe.ar to grow to their largest 
size, and then begin to (lecrease in size. It may be pos-
sible that this is due to the eggs being re-absorbed owing 
to lack of a suitable place for oviposition. In all these 
·exper>imentn, .to enable the observer to k€ep the beetles in 
view they were given only a thin strip of wood on which to 
feed, but it was not thick enough to allow them to bore out 
of sight. 
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Since it a:ppears that .§_~enoscelis lays its eggs inside 
the wood in a specially constructed tunnel (See section (l. v~ ~ 
This thin piece of wood is not satisfactory for oviposition, 
and the egga. are ro-a'r;sorbed. 
The beetles were then allowed to bore as they would 
normally after copulation, and the tunnels were carefully 
searched for signs of eggs. None were found. Unfortunate-
ly t...1.is series of experiments was started too late for any 
definite results to have been obtained, but the trend here 
was f'or the egg sizes to increase continually u.p to a maxi-
mum size (the maxim.um being after about 3 weeks) and then 
decreasing very rapidly to a minimum size. The small num-
ber of results here does not allow of a1zy conclusions but 
the experiments are still under way, and will no doubt 
eventually show relevant results. 
THE TIM& 01<, HJ\TCHING.-
0bviously the exact time of hatching cannot be found, 
since no eggs are available, and one must try to deduce this. 
information from comparisons with beetles with similar habits. 
In the ~strichids, the only other :family which has 
been described in sufficient deta:tl to enable one to deduce 
that its habits are similar to those of _§tenoscelis, the 
eggs are laid at th.c end of the tun..'le l whicll the male helps 
the female to bore imrrrediutely &fter copulation. This · 
process takes about a week, the eggs hatching about 3 to 4 
weeks later.. A vory similar concli tion occurs in the Anobium, 
but the eggs are laid in pores in the surface of the wood, 
in this case. (Tooke - 1949 and 11:unro - 1B15). One can 
only hazard a guess that Stenoscelis behaves in a similar 
way, and that its eggs hatch about a month after oviposition. 




LARVAL t£AP CAesULE IN MEASlJRitN 
pQS!T!ON 
FIG. 6. 
Larval Head Capsule in Measuring Position. 
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G - THE LARVA. 
i) DESCRIITIOll (ORIGINAL OBSEHVATIOU§): 
Apoo.ous, with slight proJections on t.he thoracic area •. 
l.iuch broader in thic area thari at t.he terminal segments. 
Body h£1S the characteristic Eurculionid comma-shape. .tlead 
is oval with well-developed, and otronesly sclerotised mouth-
parts. The rest of the body is white and very much wrinkled. 
The antennae are reduced to small papillae. 
a) Inocula~ions of Prepared B~oc~€· 
This series of experiments forms the basis of most of 
the experiments in this section, and a description of the 
technique is given here. 
The blocks were cross-cut sections of the sapwood of 
Fine or Birch, about 1'' square. A hole about ~H deep •as 
made in the springwood port.i on of' an annual ring with a 
bradawl. •ihen special care in larval obucrvation was needed 
(as in the case where a larva was about to moult or pupate), 
the blocks were split open along the annual ring with a 
single sharp blow of the hammer on a chisel. In these 
cases the block was then joined toge~her again using trans-
parent tape. The larvae were placed head first into the 
holes, which were then plugged with pieces of cork. The 
blocks were set on their sides or upright. 
Opening of the blocks was accomplished with a hammer 
and chisel in the same way as described above, and if the 
larva had already bored cross-grain, the tunnel wa.s car~f'ully 
followed by chipping away the wood with a chisel. If the 
block was not too badly damaged in this process, the larva 
was returned to it, if it was, the larva v~as re-inoculated . 
into a fresh block of wood. 
b) Under ~atural Conditions. 
The wuod was merely opened 'IJith a l ... WILUJer and chisel. 
(For more careful work, the chisel was used alone, hand 
pressure being enough for the chipping). 
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The Ii'ollowi!!&.,Cheract~istics~re noted:-
The larvae prefer the springwood portions of the annual 
rings and the sapwood in general. They will bore cross-
grain, but only to get from one springwood portion to another. 
If they are inoculated cross-grain, they very often die. 
In one case, 25 blocks were inoculated with larvae, 
across the grain, and another 25 along the grainl Of the 
former only 6 survived after 2 weeks, and these had begun 
to bore at right angles to the inoculation hole (i.e. along 
the grain), while only 2 of ~~e latter 25 had died after 
~~e same period of time. 
The rate of penetration into the wood varies consider-
ably, but under the most favourable conditions, it has been 
measured as being half its own length in a day. 
As in the adults, the larvae produce much frass consist-
ing of 
l) Particles which have not passed throu..Jh the digestive 
tract, 
2) Particles which have pased through the digestive tract, 
and have been digested or partly digested. 
The former type consists of che•fings which have been 
discarded by the larvae, and feels rough and coarse to the 
touch, while the latter consists of pellets, cylindrical in 
shape and with rounded ends. These are much finer, a1most 
dustlike. The percentage of chewings varies with the suit-
ability for digestion, a higher percentage being present 
when the food is unsuitable. 
The frass is usually packed in a little plugs in the 
tunnel behind the larvae, while the tunnels produced ramify 
all over the place • Because of the natural curved position 
of the larval body, the tunnels tend to curve slightly, the 
gradient of the vurve corresponding wit,h the position of the 
ventral surface. 
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If the larvae are placed on the uppe·r sur:face ·of a 
'smooth piece of wood, they' are unable to penetrat~a' .and soon 
die • · If the surface is rough, they often . do manage to 
penetrate, though slowly, ·and many may survive. The reason 
' ' . 
for tl1is was made clear, when the ordinary inoculating boles 
were made · with· a drill instead of an awl. In thi.s case the 
bottan of the ·llole was smooth and rounded.. The inoculated 
larvae -invariably died after a short time. It a.ppears 
therefore that the larvae must have leverage points on the 
sides of the hole or depress;ion against which to press the 
anterior body segments (which in boring are expanded, probably 
by the action of body fluids) • . I£ the· holes are too wide, 
or if there is no depression, the larvae are not able to 
pentttr.ate at all; 
iii) DURATION Q• STAGE. 
Much attention was paid to the investigation of the 
number of larval instars• Because of the difficulty of 
·observing the actual n~ber of instars as shown by moults, 
' ' 
due to the fact that the larva lives inside the wood, it 
was decided to carry out three experiments simultaneously, 
and to see· whether or not the .results agreed. . These 
were 1) To try to observe the actual number of moults of 
inoculated larvae, and noting the .times between these moults, 
2) to try to calculate the number of instars by means of 
Dyar•s Law, which though not strictly accurate, is sufficient-
ly so to show th.enlJ!!!.:t>!£ of' iristars. (Dyar's Law states: 
ttThe width of the head capsule of a larva follows a regular 
geometrical progression in the successive· instarsn) .and 
3) · by plotting a frequency curve of' extensive measurements. 
Unfortunately, none of these methods is completely · 
accurate, and therefore the results must be regarded as 
merely indicating the probably t~end. As ·will be seen, 9 
or 10 instars are indicated by these methods, within the 
range of measurements available, and the results agree closely 
in each met.hod. 
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The experiments are based on the fact that during a 
· larval instar, .the size of the head capsule remains con-
stant, changing only after a moult. (Dyar 1890, Przibram 
1912- From Imms- 1934). 
Included in the results found in these experiments, was 
an attempt to determine the rate of. growth of the larvae, 
by utilising the time periOds between moults. 
These experiments will now be dealt with separately. 
1) · INOCULATED LARVAL MEASUREMENTS. 
Larvae were removed from infested wood by chipping with 
a chisel and were left .in a :covered petri-dish for two days 
to allow any weak or diseased ones to die... They were then 
·divided into t.hl .. ee rough groups called A, B, and c. Group 
C included larvae, the breadth of whose head capsu~es lay 
. within the range .o875 mms - .9025 mms. Group B within 
the range .5000 .mms ~ .6874 mms, and Group A within the 
range 0 mms - .4999 mms. 
The· groups were ·picked out because of obvious size 
diffe.rences, at first, and were then fixed within the limits 
set above, by measurement •. 
The larvae· were measured as follows. An ocular micro-
meter was used at such a magnification that 8 division : 1 mm. 
Difficulty was at first e.ncountered in orientating the larva 
into such a position as to keep it sufficiently still for 
accurate measurement. . Because the larvae . have the usual 
Curculio.nid curve to their bodies, they could not be laid 
flat on their dorsal or ventral sides. They could not be 
. killed and then mea·sured, · because they had to be observed at 
regular intervals. The following method vtas eventually used 
.. • 
t.o keep the larvae in position. ~ piece of transparent 
tape, about 2 inches long, was stuck down onto a slide in 
such a wa.y that the sticky surface was uppermost. The 
surface was then ru.bbed gently with a finger to remove most 
of the stickiness. In me a suring the larva was placed light-
ly near the edge of the tape on its ventral surface. The 
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tape wa.s sufficiently sticky to hold the larva in that 
position. It it was very active, it could be more firmly 
stuck down with no ill effects, and could be easily removed 
with a still.brush ·and careful handling. 
The head of. the· larva in this position was used for all 
measurements. The .breadth was taken· fran clear head cap-
suie margin to clear margin. (See Fig .5) • · 
After measurement, the larvae were divided into the 
three .g~oups A, B and C according to size, and inoculated 
into blocks of wood as described in Section.G (ii). There 
were usually 20 to 25 larvae in each group, making a .total 
of 60 - 70. Each group of 60 - 70 larvae was then placed, 
all together, under. a known condition of relative P,umdity 
and temperature, The former was obtained by using Sulphur-
ic Acid d.iluted in the/Proportions prescribed by ~alson (1921), 
in the bottom of dessi.cat()rs, and the latter by placing the 
dessicators in. thermost·~tically controlled rooms. (One at 
52°F and one at 84 °F) • 
At first f!!!Y§. pinaster was used exclusively for the 
blocks of wood., but as· the supply of this ran out' the au thor 
began using Birch.. He was aware that the different types 
of wood might have a. considerable ef;fect on the larvae t: but 
when the experiments were set underway, it was noticed that . 
the results obtained did not vary to any great extent. Never-
thelass, the re.sults were· kept separate f·or the two kinds 
of wood~ 
The blocks were numbered and op~ned regularly every 
month,, the larval head measurements were taken, and any 
evidence of moults such as cast. skins, was particularly 
noted. The :larvae. were also carefully e.xamined for any 
structural changes, especially after a cast skin had. been 
found, indicating a recent moult. However,· thro~hout the 
work, no structural ~hanges were observed. 
The time of.first. penetration and the time of death were 
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noted, and from these records, the length of lif'.e of the 
larvae was worked out, under the various conditions of 
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CRoom Temperatures during t.he ekperiment varied between 
' 
55° - 65°F and Humidity between 55~ - 7\fi:J R.H.) 
Owing to the inaccuracy .of these results necessarily 
arising out of the rough handling of the larvae, and the 
fact that the blocks were opened only on certain regular 
dates, one is not able to draw more than the most obvious 
conclusions from them. lllamely that the adults. live longer 
at the lower temperatures, and have a distinct preference 
for the intermediate ones, that is those aboui: Room Temperat-
ure s (See above) • They do not live longer at a higher temp~ 
erature as is often the case, in fact,· the ~ength of life 
appears to be shortened. At the lower temperatures, a higher 
humidity makes for a longer life, while at the higher ones, 
it makes for a shorter life. J.t is noted that. at 84°1<"' and 
· the same relative humidities, the. length of li~e of larvae in 
Birch ana Pinus pinaster is very much the same, and therefore 
that here the .effect of the wood content .is proba.bly smal1. 
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A complete life history including all 1nstars coyld 
not possibly be f.ound by using this method because f'ew 
larvae lived more than about 8 months, due to the necessarily 
rough· handling each month. However, s~etimes 2 or 3 con-
. . ' . 
. · secutive moults were recorded in individual larvae and from 
these the hypothetical rate of the growth of the larvae was 
calculated very roughly, as follows: . 
la) THE HYFCJrH~TICAL RATE OF GROWTH OF TaB LARVAE. 
An attempt was made to correlate the periods between 
moults so as to have an idea of the length of. the total. 
life history of the larva. Unfortunately, these periods 
are not accurately known, as the inocula.ted larvae were ex-
arni'ned_ only once a month on regular dates. The periods 
shown rather represent the maximwn periods between moults • 
. Consequently the total period . for . the larval st.age will 
probably be too long. 
When the measurements ·of larvae that. have moulte·d twice 
in succession {thus indicating 2 consecutive instarsJ are 
arranged in ascending ntimerical order, the following hypo-
thetical series is obtained:-
TABLE <o. 
SIZES Qlf' LARVAL HEAD CAPSULES' 
SOON. AFTC:R SUCCESSIVE MOULTS .. 
q:n . t!.¥!S • } · 
l) .• 32.50 ...... 3626 
2) .3625 - .4000 
3) .4COO • .4500 
4) .4500 - .• 5000 
5) .5000 - .5500 
6) :ssoo - .6000 
7) .6000 - .6725 
8) .6725 - .7500 . 
9) • 7500 -.8350. 





















The measurements are all· taken from larvae which had 
moulted under the same conditions of temperature and relative 
humidity. 
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It wust be made clear that this series is not to be 
taken as accurate since the complete series has not actually 
been observed in any ~ larva. The table above consists 
rather of measurements of consecutive instars in a number 
of different. larvae, which are arranged, thus only because 
they increase in size in what ap.r;ears to be a regular manner. 
The time periods between moults are seen to increase 
steadily as one approa~hes the pupal stage. 
2) NuMBE!R O.Ii1 ll~STARS BY CALCULATION. (DYAR' S LA~). 
Dyar in 1890 propounded his theory that larval head 
capsules in insects increased in a regular geometrical 
progression in the successive instars. This has however, 
been shown to be not altogether correct, as the theory pre-
supposes that the larvae grow at a constant rate fr001 instar 
to instar, \thich is not actually the case in all insects. 
Thus Dyar' s Law cannot be accepted as being altogether 
accurate, thoQgh it finds wide application in determining 
the number of instars in different types of larvae. For 
this purpose it is considered to be sufficiently accurate. 
(Richards - 1949). Though the head capsule sizes calculated 
by this method are not to be considered accurate, three 
different methods of determining the number of larval instars 
are employed and the results so obtained compared with th.ose 
found by the application of Dyar's Law. 
W'here, in the previous section measurements of larvae 
in consecutive instars had been the same 1n more than 2 
cases, these measurements were utillsed as follows (IMMS -
1934) :-
In each case, the larger size was divided by the smaller, 
and the average results were taken as the ratio of increase 
of head capsule breadths between instars. e.g. 
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It must be made clear that this series is not to be 
taken as accurate since the complete series has not a etually 
been observed in any~ larva. The table above consists 
rather of measurements of consecutive instars in a number 
of di€ferent larvae , which are arranged thus only because 
they increase in size in what appears to be a regular manner. 
The time periods between moults are seen to increase 
steadily as one approaches the pupal stage. 
2) NUM&R OF I.NSTARS BY CALCLLA'i'ION. {DYAR' S LAW) -- - . 
Dyar in 1890 propounded his theory that larval head 
capsules in insects increased in a regular geometriai pro-
gression in the successive instars. This has however, been 
shown to be not altogether correct, as the th.eory pre-
supposes that the larvae grow at a constant rate from in-
star to instar, which is not actually the case in all insects. 
Thus Dyar'.s Law cannot be accepted as being the number of 
instar~ in different types of larvae. For this purpose 
it is considered to be sufficiently accurate. (Richards -
1949). Though the head capsule sizes calculated by this· 
method are not to be considered accurate, three different 
mehhods of detennining the number of larval instars are 
employed and the results so obtained compared with those 
found by the apJ;lication of Dyar • s Law • 
. ~here, in the previous section measurements of larvae 
in consecutive instars had been the same in more than 2 
cases,theB measurements were utilised as follows (Imms -
1934) :-
In each case'· the larger size was divided by th.e 
smaller, and the aver~e results were taken as the ratio 
of increase ·Of head capsule breadths between instars. £.G. 
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.3625 (3 cases) 1.104 
.4000 (3 cases) 1.115 
.. 6000 ·· (4 cases) 1.091 
• ·?ouo · ( 3 cases) 1.116 
.8250 (4 cases) 1.082 _.._ ............. 
AVERAG-E RAT 10 : 1.110 -[ 
-
----------------------~-------------------~------------
Then starting irith the smallest known instar size, ob-
. -
served duri.ng the .previous observations in part l of.this 
s~ction, one is able to find, by multiplying with the ratio 
found above the nuniber of' larval ins tars. E.g. (all measure-
ments· are in mms.). 
TABLE .. 8. 
CALCULATED B~ADTH2• 
0) .3250 
1) .3250 X 1.11 : .3608 
2) .36·08 X 1.11 c .4044 . 
3) .4044 X 1.11 : .4444 
4) .• 4444 X 1.11 : .4933 
5) .4933 X 1.11 : .5475 
. 6) .5473 X 1.11 : .• 6075 
7). .6075 X 1.11 : .6745 
8) .6745 X 1.11 : .7487 
9) .7487 X 1.11 : .8300 
.The number of instars calculatedby this method (within 
the range shown) is about 10. (See. table 8, abo'fe). 
The table · is not continued beyond .8300 mms. because 
this is the measurement of the last larval instar as found 
in Section H.· Note that here and .in all :further tables and 
g:raphs dealing i;~ith the number o~ larval instars, the instar 
number uott does not represent the :first larval instar, but 
the first observed ins tar. There are doubtless 3 or 4 instars 
before the . one numbered uou, between the time of emergence of 
the larva and the time of its reaching instar no. u. 
Larvae which, during the observations in the first 
·.experiments in this section, were known to have moulted 
·fairly recently, by virtue of their not having had time to 
become properly chitinised, were measured in the usual way, 
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and these measurements were tabulated and plot_ted in a 
frequency curve (See FIG.G) •. The modes of the- composite 
'CUrve thus obtained were taken &. s representing deflni te 
instar sizes). and when. tabulated they form a ser.ies as in 
fable :~no fl. rt: will be seen that the aerie~ agrees closely 
with table • Here again the number of instars indicated 
is in the vi.cini~y of 12· 
The author is awaz·e that the number of measurements 
· ·· making up this table are not very many, but the peaks vibich 
the. graph shows are very dei"ini te ·' and are therefore probably 
representative of the instars they f'9_f;!P9S9&1.. 
3) !!Q~BSR OF lNST.ARS BY THE PLOTTING OF A FBEQt1E.tJCY CURVE 
OF H.t!:A.D CAPSULE MEt\:;UBEME~l·rS. ·- .. 
About 730 larval heads were measured in the usualt" way, 
and a frequency curve was plotted (FIG. 7 ) • Since the 
head capsule size changes only during a moult, but remains·. 
constant during an instar, . it was expected that the curve 
· ottained would show a series of modes corresponding to the 
series of instars. 
The following i.s a table of the group sizes(in mms) 
:'corresponding to the group numbers in FIGS. 6 'loci 7. 
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_NOS. LIMITS AVERAGE"5 1 ,f\(j. ·b ..• J ~\Ct.·l.~. 
1 .2626 - .27851 .2692 I o 
2 • 2786 - • 2945 I • 2853 II 0 
3 .2946 - .3105 1 .3013 o 
4 .3106 - .3265 .3173 5 
5 .3266 - .3425 .3333 1 
6 I .3426 - .3585 .3493 2 
7 I .3586 - .3745 I .3653 6 
a 1 .3746 .... 3905 1 .3813 ,_ 
9 l .3906 - .4065 I .3973 4 
10 
1 
.4066 - e4225 I e4l33 '1) 
11 I • 4226 - • 4385 I ~4293 2 
12 l .4386 - .4545 l • ,4453 3 
13 l .4546 - .4705 ,. .4613 1) . 
14 l .4706 - .4865 .4773 1 
15 : .4866 - .. 5025 li .4933 5 
16 j • 5026 ... • 5185 • 5093 2 
17 I .5186 ... 5345 f .5253 0 
18 1 .5346 - • 5505 , .5413 4 
19 i .5506 ... ,5665 i .5573 "1 
20 I .5666 - .5825 ·I .5733 0 
21 I .5826 - 1'5985 . '"5893 o 
22 .5986 -.6145 .6053 5 
23 
1
· .6146 - .6305 .6213 1. 
24 .6306 - .6465 .6373 1 
25 I .6466 - .6625 1 .6533 2 
26 1 .6626 .... 6785 1 .6693 6 
27 ! .6786 ... ,6945 .6853 "' 
28 I .6946 ~ • 7105 .7013 1 
29 .7106 - .7265 .7173 1 
30 !' • 7266 - • 7425 I • 7333 2 
31 .• 7426 - .7585 ! '.7493 5 
32 I .7586 • .7745 I .7653 2 
33 i • 77;6 ... 7905 I .7813 2 
34 • 7900 .. .8065 I . 7973 o 
35 .8066 - .8225 .8133 1 
36 l .8226 .... 8385 ! .• 8293 4 
37 I .8386 - .85451 .8453 o 
38 I .8546 ... 8705 .8613 0 
39 : .8706 - ,8865 I ,8773 1 0 
40 l .8866 ..... 9025 I ,8933 I o 

















































The positions of the modes in the graphs are in red 
in the above table. When these are tabulated alone they 
take the following form. 
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In both graphs there are .§! instars indicated between 
head capsule sizes .3586 mms. and .8385 mms., and in Graph 
No. 2 an extra instar in the vicinity of .3106 to .3265 roms. 
is indicated, making a total of a probably 1Q instars, within 
the range shown. 
THE SE.Pt.RATIOrr OF THE COMPOSITE CURVE (!i~IG .. 7) INTO A 
§§RIES OF NGRMAL FBE~UENCY CURVES. 
Though the composite curve shows quite clearly 9 modes, 
it is obvious that the 'frequency nurves w}\ich these modes 
represent overlap to a greater or lesser extent. The 
• 
result is that the medians of most of the curves are mis-
placed, and so one can not have a clear idea of the actual 
average sizes of each curve and therefore of the instars 
which the curves represent. 
frofessor Hales, of the Dept. of Mathematics of the 
University of Cape Town, was approached with a view to 
finding some statistical means of separating the composite 
curve into its component nor;nal frequency curves, so as to 
find the exact medians of each curve, and thus the exact 
average measurement for each instar. However, the methods 
suggested were extremely complicated and involved mathematics 
which the author could not undertake. As an alternative, the 
following method, which is not entirely accurate, but which 
serves to show approximately where the medians of each curve 
would fall, was used. In e'ffect, what is shown by this work, 
• is that the modes which the author has found in the composite 
curve, are, £or the most part, where they should be, and that 
no modes which should have been put in, have been left out. 
The method involves guessing approximately where the median 
would be as one takes each curve in turn, but according to 
!:.hiS 1(1 
Prof. Hales,"is not as-;_accurate as it appears, because, one 
can 'et quite a clear picture of where the median should be, 
by observing the lie of the points which contribute to the 
shape of the curve • For the purposes of the work, the end 
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slope of the last definite curve on one side is considered 
to be accurate and fixed, and the rest of the separation is 
worked out on this supposition. Then as a check the end 
slope of the last definite curve on the other side is con-
sidered to be accurate and fixed, and the process is repeat-
ed in the opposite dir~ction. This results in the two 
graphs in FIQS. l A and B, where in Graph A, the left 
hand slope of curve No.1 is considered :fixed and in Graph 
Ir, the right hand slope o:r curve No. 9 is considered fixed. 
These will now be taken separately. 
~ F \ 4. 1 ~. The left hand slope of curve No.1 is considered 
fixed, the points in it being named ABCD. Now because this 
curve No.1 is to be a normal frequency curve, its mode, point 
D, is taken as the median, and the points DEFG are plotted 
symmetrically against points ABCD as the right hand slope of 
curve No.1. 
~uite obviously, curves nos.l and 2 overlap to some 
extent, and they must be separated. According to the 
observed left hand slope of curve no. 2, the point H is 
a point common to curves 1 and 2 indicating where they over-
lap. But we have just calculated that actually point E 
lies on the right hand slope of curve no.l and not point H. 
Therefore actually H is not common to the two curves, and 
does not indicate where they overlap. 
However, f'or tl1is group, the sum of t.be calculated 
.frequency of measurements E,, lyj.ng on the right hand slope 
of' curve no. 1, and the frequency which will lie on the 
left hand slope of curve no.2 should equal the observed · 
frequency H. Therefore if one subtracts E from H one 
should get the point which lies on the left hand slope of 
peak nol 2. This point is marked r. 
Observed curve no.2 is very definite, and is almost a 
normal vurve, so the mode is here accepted as being the 
approKimate median, and point I is joined to the top of the 
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peak. Curve no.2 is now to b a n<rmal curve, so its right 
hand slope is plotted syrr~etrically against its left. This 
process is continued along the gravh to the last right hand 
slope of curve no.9. 
~or the most part, where the observed curves are already 
ver.y nearly normal curves, as in peaks 2, 3, 4, 6, and 9 the 
mode is in each case taken as being the median. However, 
in curve no. 7, the number of plotted points which got Q(nake 
up its left hand slope are far more than those which go to 
make up its right hand one, and the mode and median cannot 
coincide here. ln this ca.se an approximate medi.an is 
chosen, and the calculated curve is plotted around this. In 
curves nos. 5 and a, it is clear that the modes actually 
lie between the points at the tops of the observed curves. 
The median is here taken as the middle point, and so the cal-
culated mode is higher than the observed mode of those curves. 
This point has been confirmed by Professor Hales. 
It is seen that for the most. .t-art the calculated medians 
fall along the same groups as the observed.modes. 
Fl~-18. Here the right hand slope of curve no.9 is con-
sidered to be £ixed, and the same process as £or graph J.,. is 
repeated this time going from right to left. 
In this case curves 7, 3 and 1 are considered to be 
asy~metrical, and the appropriate medians are chosen for 
them. 
Here again, the calculated1nedians for the most part 
fall in the same groups as the observed modes. 
To make sure that there had be~n little mistake in the 
plotting of the graphs, the approximate areas of 1) the 
original observed graph (FIG.l) 2) graph A (FIG.7r& and 
3) graph B (FIG .I B), were calculated in the :following way. 
The distance between one and the next group on the horizon-
tal axis was taken as being equal to 1, and the number of 
squares above each of these units was counted, assuming that 
the mid-vertical line showed an approximate average. .F'or 
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the graph in FlG.7, the total area was calculated. For 
graph A (in FlG • l A) and B (in FIG • l B) , the are a of each 
calculated normal curve was worked out separate~, and these 
were then all added together, to give the tcml a.rea for the 
calculated graph. 





TABLE NO. I I 





All~wing for a certain amount of error, the results 
are fairly close, and it may be taken that no gross errors 
were made. 
4) COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF THE THR?~ METHODS OJ:i' 
THE NUM~R OF LARVAL lNSTARS. 
It can be seen that the methods so far emp.loyed all 
indicate 9 instars within t.he range of measurements approx-
imately .3600 to approximately •. 8300 mms. 
A comparison of TABLES 8 ~nd 10 will indicate the close 
similarity between all the measurements corresponding to the 
different instars. As has already been mentioned, these 
measurements are not accurate, but the fact that there is -
a similarity between them indicates that the instars that 
they represent, do in fact exist. 
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In section H (ii), the size approximately .830C mms., 
is the constant s.ize of the larva· irnme~iately before pupat-
ion, ap~ this size is seen, in the above tables, to be very 
constant also, as the f.inal larval instur. 
In tables 8 c,nd toA the sizes cor~esponding to instar 
No. 0 appear. This seems to indicate a possible tenth 
instar here. 
iv) L.t\J1VA!:_SEASONAL HISTQ!!X. 
In order to form an idea of the larval seasonal history, 
a series of head capsule measurements was taken every month, 
the random larvae used being removed fran the wood at inter-
vals of 4 to 5 days •. Since the number of larvae taken 
varies considerably from month to month, the graph drawn 
shows the percentage of the three groups A, B and C (See 
section G (iii)) each month. 
Thst._followi;gg resu!!:e_are obtained. (See graph in FIG. 8 ) 
The groups were followed from September 1 1950 to July 1951. 
group A. {Omms. - .4999 roms.) starts in an intermediate 
position in September, 1950, and drops to a minimum in 
October. "ft then rises quite sharply to a maximum in . 
January - February, and drops again gradually duri.n.g the 
following months, to rise slightly in June - July to occupy 
its intermediate position once again. 

















OISTRIBU!OI OF l.ARVAL GROJP5 A, B &C. 
FRCM SEPT. gp TO JULY 1951. 
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Gr9up B. (.5000 mms. ·to .-6874 mms~) starts lower than 
. ~ . . . 
Group C _in September, 1950, and generally -followw the trend _ 
of line c, though it drops to a minimum just 1Jefore c. It 
then rises to.a maximum in June.1951, where_it is consider-
ably higher than c. 
. . 
GrouiL£. ( .6875 mms:. to .9625 mms.) Starts in an inte_r-
. -
mediate position in :iieptember, 1950, rises to a- maximUm in 
October, 1950, and &.~ops to a minimum in February, 1951. 
After this it 'rises_.gradually again to its intermediate 
position in July, 1951. 
A possible explanation for this sequence of eaenis is 
as follows: 
Group A. Since these larvae are obtained first. in size 
large enough for measurement, dut~ing January - .c~ebruary, 
the graph shows a large peak at this· period. The peak 
would be especially pronounced- because it i·s during· the same 
period that f'upation occurs, removing many larvae belonging 
to Group C and thus i.ncreasing the relative numbers of 
this group. A£ter this time, th~ line drops gradua~ly to 
a low position in May ;.. June, when many of the larvae are 
growing into size B, and drops to a minimum in October, when, 
accordirlg to the records on pupation tim~s, (Section H) the 
number of larvae preparing. to pupate is at a. peak, thus 
decreasing the relative numbers of Group A • lt should also 
. be mentioned that during tbis time (from August to January) 
the sizes of the larvae of this Group are probably very 
small, and are overlooked, again decreas~ng the numbers of 
this group. 
Grou2 B. . Being an intermediate group these shou.ld take up 
an intermediate position. They drop to a minimum just before 
Group C since ·many of the larvae o:r this_ group a.re busy 
changing into those of Group C size. The line then rises 
sharply, as the rium~rs of group A become converted into 
G:roup B, to a maximum at the time just prior to the time of 
maximum o:f Group c. i.e. at a time just. before the larvae 
" are preparillg to pupate. 
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~roup c~ The numbers of Group C increase to a maximum as 
the time for ·pupation draws closer (See section H). After 
this period, tho numbers di;'dp sharply, as many of the ·larvae 
of this group fall out to become adults,- t.bus decreasi~ 
their relative numbers.· T.he numbers- rise slowlp again to 
their intermediate position .in the ·following winter. 
By utilising the· rate of growth ( 'l".ABL& 6) and again by 
usdmg the larva of' Anobium as a guide, the _following season-
al history is deduced.. (Always remembering of .c-ourse, that 
thts plan is very approximate, and only gains some significance 
by the fact that it agrees in pax·t with the seasonal history 
deduced by means of the g.ra.ph above.') •. 
'l~e following is the Rate of Growth table, with the 
approximate months during which the groups occur fitted in. 
'fABlE t3. 
HYPOfHffiTiCAL TI~ E&TWEEN" ~ 
' INSTAR SIZES. MOULTS i 
( ) '. ( \ : --~~m...,.lW.,.~s ....... ~----·~· .. ----· --~-·---.:.. ____ :Qaxs l .L .. 
.3250 .. .3625 
.3625 - .4000. 
• 4000 - • 4500 
.4500 - .• 5000 
.5000 - .!;)500 
.55(.10 - .6000 
• 6000 - • 6725 
.6725 -.7500 
• 7500 - .8350 
.8350 - .Pupa 
' 







March - April 
·May- JWle 
July - August 
September - October 
November - January. 
From section H, on the fupa, it is seen that the ~ast 
larval stage occurs durir.g . December. - January, and thus the 
last hypothetical size :in the table isassumed to occu-r 
during this time, ~he rest of the ins tar periods being worked 
back from it • Taking for gr~1ted that all the instar periods 
. found are too lorig., as· described in section G (iii), the tine 
for the occurrence of larvae of the hypothet5.cal smallest 
size is found to be October of the previous year, and fran 
the Seasonal-history Graph (FIG.~) it can be seen that larvae 
of t.he smallest. observed size occur at about the same time. 
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If all this information is now properly·arranged, the 
followir~ probable seasonal history emerges:-
E:ggs are hatched in early Spring, and the larvae grow 
throu6 hout the summer, when they appear in the seasonal 
history graph as size A; they grow into size B during the 
following winter, and reach the pre-pupation size, size c, 
during.the early summer of the following year, pupation 
occuring during the height of the summer, namely fran 
November, to January. 
This seasona.l history is correlated with that of the 
adult beetle in section 
sowe larvae belongillg to size croup c havo actually 
been observed to pass through the period when pupation nor-
mally occurs, without undergoing pupation. They then presum-
ably remain at or near the pupation size until the nex.t 
summer, when they pupate. DuriP~ this period of no growth, 
t,he larvae are active, and bore extens.ively. many such 
'larvae are still under observation, and will no doubt pupate 
when the time is right. 
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H - THE PUPA. 
1) Il&SCRIPTION OF PUPA. (Original Observations) 
Uniformly white when first formed. Average length 
(30 specimens), 3.5 mms. Tip of elytra attaining the 4th 
visible ventral segment of abdome.n. Head bent upon thorax. 
Ultimate and penultimate segments of abdomen ventrally each 
with a pair of fleshy lateral protuberances. End of 
abdomen and wing tips apparently covered with a very thin 
skin. All external features clearly formed on metamorphosis 
from last larval stage. Se.e. F\GS. '1 e-nd I a. 
11} DESCRIPTION OF PUPATION. 
Pupae were observed from November, 1950 until February 
1951, the greatest number being present in the period 
November to December, About 40 pupae were observed in all, 
the majority of these.being removed in the usual way from 
wood brought. into the laboratory, the rest being bred fran 
the larval stage in blocks, as described in the prev.ious 
section. 'l'hese latter pupae, of which there were six, 
were all successfully reared through to the adult stage, but 
none of the former survived more t.han a week.. Apparently · 
the shock of removal from one pupal cell to another arti-
ficially prepared one, was too much for them. 
The average number of days taken by these 6 pupae, from 
the day of pupation to the day of adult formation is gg~. 
This period is very constant, varying between 21 and 23 days. 
Immediately be.fore pupation, the larva looks swollen, 
opaque and white, and lies quite still in the cell. The 
average breadth of the head capsules of 20 larvae in this 
condition was .8300 mms. which by reference to the section 
on larval instars (Section G (iii} will be seen to agree 
very closely with the size of the last larval stage as 
deduced by the various means described there. 
The larva remains in this state :for about 24 hrurs, and 




Pup~ - Drawing. 
FIG. 10. 
Pupa - Photograph. 
( ~II iii 2mm ) s. 
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then begins the process of shedding the last larval skin. 
lbis is very much like an ordinary larval moult. The 
larva straightens out considerably, a dorsal split occurs 
in the head region, and the larval head capsule slips over 
the pupal head. ·1'he larval skin is then wriggled off 
towards the terminal segments of the pupa. The larval 
exuviae generally lies free in the pupal cell, but sometimes 
remains attached to the terminal segments of the pupa until 
pupation terminates. 
The fully formed pupa lies quite still in the cell 
except for an occasional wriggle to change position. lt 
lies on its back. 
After about 16 days, the first pigmentation of the 
head capsule begins. This is usually in the region of the 
mandible tips which go a light orange-brown. The colour 
speeads over the whole of the mandibles, the rest of the 
mouth parts and the eyes, and they all gradually darken to 
a chocolate brown. At the same time, the elytra and legs 
are becoming coloured light brown too, starting with the 
tips of the elytra and gradually spreading over the rest of 
the body surface, until the whole pupa is a uniform ~ight 
brown, with a darker brown in the regions already described. 
w 
At this stage, generally a f'eq' hours before the adult 
is fully formed, the pupa casts off a very thin covering, 
which enveloped the abdomen and the ends of the elytra, whihh 
are then free to move round the abdomen, coming to rest in 
their correct position on the back of the beetle, meeting in 
the mi.d-line. 
Before this process is altogether finished, the insect 
is already moving its leg~, and immediately afterwards, the 
adult is ab~e to walk about quite freely. Bt this stage 
the tip of the abdomen still projects beyond the end of 
the elytra, but these terminal segments gradually became 
inverted into their normal position, until the pygidium fits 
neatly under the elytral tips. 
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iii ) THE ·uPAL CELL. 
This is not very different from an ordinary l a rval 
tunnel, except tha t it is wider , the end is carefully 
rounded off , and t he ails are articularly smooth. I t 
is usually about 7 mms . long, and th~ open end is plugged 
·ith frass , thus making it mor e or less airtight . The 
pupa lies with its abdomen poi nting to ards t _he plugged 
end of the cell. ( ee • F lLCt .. ·II ,) ; • 
FIG. II. 
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I.- THE ADULT. 
i) SEASONAL HISTORY. 
Two series of naturally infested blocks were kept in 
glass jars covered with muslin .• · One at Boom 1'emperatures · 
(about 55° to 65°F.) and Room humidities (.about 45 ·to 55J;,~R.H), 
and the other in a·thermostatically controlled warm-room 
set at 84 °F, and about 60% re la ti ve h umidi t.y. . 'i'he jars 
were examined every day, ·and any adults present were 
recorded, and removed • 
. After 4 months, no adults emerged from the blocks in 
the warmroom and on opening them they were found to contain 
only dead beetles. The other jars continued to produce 
'. 
adults. 
F:rom the· adult emergences from these latter jars the 
f,ollowing seasonal.history is deduced;.-
The adults emerge from the wood during the· period July 
to September, copulate and lay eggs. The hatching larvae 
develop until the following November - December, when they 
pupate and become ,adult during January to February.. {This 
has all been described 1n a previous section). These 
· adults remain· in the wood until they are. fully pigmented 
· {see below), and then emerge in the following winpr as 
before. 
There are a number of facts which support this plan. 
l) The ni.:unber of report.s of Stenoscel.is infestation reach-
ing the Rosebank Entomolog.ical Station take the form ot: t.he 
GRl\.PH ~in FIG. when plotted as a. :frequency curve • There 
is a definite peak period during the winter months~ Since 
the presence of St.enoscelis is usually noted when the adults 
are ·seen moving. about; or when wood dust is observed (i.e. 
vghen the adults emerge and push the dust out before them), 
it. seems def'ini te that this peak period· during the winter 
~ust be when the adults emerg~. 
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&aPing the r:J:i:atep must. l3e ·::ben the adtt:lt.a emepge. The 
apparently large number of reports indicated by the graph 
as being sent in during the times of the year other than 
during the winter, is due to infestations being reported 
by firms who come across them during investigations. Here 
the presence of the insect is detected by actually chopping 
open the wood, rather than by observing adults walking about 
on the surface, during the emergence. 
2) Adults freshly derived from pupae remain in the wood for 
at least 3 months, and usually 4 or s, until they are can-
pletely sclerotised. If they are removed before tbis time, 
they die very quickly. 'lbey are not able to bore into woOd 
from the outside as are fully sclerotised ones, but seem 
to be able to feed and bore quite well if already inside 
the wood. 
As contributory evidence it may be mentioned that at 
no time were any adults found emerging from the wood which 
were not completely sclerotised. .l.f adults did emerge at 
times of the year other than winter (as they very occasionally 
did) , these were also seen to be fully sclerotised. 
It seems definite then that an adult is not able to 
emerge until it is completely sclerotised. Assuming that 
an insect becomes adult during the period January - February, 
it has been found that it will take at least until May or 
June until it is completely sclerotised and therefore able 
to emerge. (This ·has been. observed .in the 6 cases of 
laboratory bred pupae described in section B, which were 
allowed to become adult, and were then observed until they 
emerged from the wood). The emergence time thus correlated 
with the time of first formation of the adult, agrees well 
with that deduced by other means, .namely f'rom June onwards. 
3) The only record of Stenoscelis being taken in flight 
(K. Barnard, 3COO ft. on Table Mountain - South African 
Museum) is dated 26/6/1919, and since, in the case of similar 
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wood-boring beetles, flight is associated with breeding, which 
in the case of Stenoscelis takes place during the winter 
months outside of the wood (See section I i "), this indficates 
that the adults emerge during the winter months. 
Evidenc¢ to support the 'idea of· copulation and ovi• 
. position soon after emergence will be dealt with in later 
sections, while the seasonal history. of the egg'· larva, and 
pupa have already been dealt with. 
i i) 58XUAL DIMORPHISM. 
Extensive observations were made·· to try to distinguish 
the sexes of Stenoscelis. 'fhe most important of these was 
' . 
·an attempt to use measurement as a sexing aid, the results 
being represented as a table (No. 14-) and graph (FI~. 13.) 
A series of beetles were measured by means of an ocular 
micrometer (l.o6 divisions = l mm.). Measurements were 
taken -from tip to tip longitudinally, the adult lying on 
its side. The beetles were then placed in numbered tubes, 
with some 10% Potassium Hydroxide. After two days_ they 
were dissegted , and their sex identified, by the presence 
or absence of the highly chitinised aedeagus of the male. 
'l'his. was continued -until the author had measured 210 males. 
and 210 females. (~t:he ovipositor of the. female is not 
chitinised). The following results were obtained;• 
(Measurements all in mms.) 
Male 
Female 
Ave rage _J,~EBth. 
3.387 . 
3.546 
Minimum Lene;l:,h ~aximum length • 
3.82 
4.30 
~rhe followirig table was constructed from th~ individual 
measurements:-















ADULT SIZE DISTRI8UTION. 
MALES 
FeMALEs 
294 3·10 3·26 
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TABLE t 4. 
FREc;:UEI~CY DJ.STRIBuTION oFU :&EAsum;.M.:::NTs OF 210 MALEs AND 
2l0 J:i•EMA~S. 




































lbe above frequency distribution of measurements is 
graphically represented in the Graph in FIG .. I3. 
Jt'rom the tables and graph it appears that though the 
females are on the ave.rage slightly larger than the males, 
this difference in size is not sufficient to provide a 
means of sexing. Although it may be said in general that 
a particularly large adult wou.ld most probably be a female, 
and a very small ,one a male .. 
The proportion of males to females is about 1 : 2. 
In order to find out if there were any known mor-
phological differences, p_r. He"sse of ~e South African 
Museum was consulted but he was not able to make any definite 
statements on the subject. He did, however, suggest some 
lines of inv~stigation which were· subsequently followed· up, 
as :follows: .. 
50 adults were examined ·with abino~ular.microscope :for 
~ . , . 
any obvious morphological differences.. _..Parts o:f the body 
especially examined were a) the terminal segments of the 
abdomen b) the shape o:f the abdomen c) the antennae 
d) sculptures on the ,elytra and ventral abdomen e) shape 
,of the legs, and the size of the tarsal spurs f) the length 
of the abdomen g) the length of the rostrum. 
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iii) EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE. AND RELA.'f1l:Vb !;!uivi.IDITY OB THE 
LENGTH OF LIFE OF 1~& ADULTS. 
As very few adults freshly derived from the -Pupa, 
were available the a~tual longevity of Stenoscelis adults 






66 • 75» R.H• 
60~F·.'·. . 
Unfortunately the adults were fairly roughly treated 
during the this.time, since the wood was placed. regularly 
against a hot bulb to force theW. out and occasionally it 
was -opened with a chisel to make sure that the adult was 
not dead .• .All this seemed to have an adverse effect on the 
length of life of the beetles. Adults do not as a rule 
emerge from the wood oft.heir ewn accord other than during 
the breeding season. 
In all the conditions used hereafter, the conditions 
of room temperature and humidity already mentioned a.ct.ed as 
the control. 
~fect._g,f. Tempex:atur2~ ~la.tiv~ .. Humidi t,y. 
Adults removed from infested wood were kept for 2 days 
in a petri-dish, to allow any damaged or unhealthy ones to 
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die off. The rest were placed one at a time in tubes with 
a thick piece of woOd (usually a piece of the wood from 
which it had originally been taken). The tubes were closed 
with a perforated cork covered with Organdie, and were then 
placed in dessicators containing H2so4 solution giving 
relative humidities of lC),, 45;.,, 75%, 90% and pure water 
to give and R.H. of 1~ • 
.b'or observations at lower temperatures, the dessicat.ors 
were kept in a room with a thermostatically controlled temp-
For observations at higher temperatures, 
the dessica.tors were kept in incubators adjusted to constant 
temperatures of 95°F and l.00°F, and in a warm-room at a 
thermostatically controlled temperature of 84°F. In all 
cases the tubes and wood were examined every two days, because 
it took approximately that length of time for the relative 
humidities in the dessicators to re-adjust themselves after 
the previous opening. 
Records were made of when t.he beetles first began to 
bore, and their general behaviour during the experiment. 
f:{ather than open Uw wood (in the case of a boring adult) 
to see if the occupant was still alive, it was brought near 
an electric light bulb, the heat of thich forced the live 
beetles to move back along the tunnels. 
The object of these experiments was to try to establish 
which temperature and R.H. was most suitable for the activi-
ties of the adult, to facilitate breeding and general activity 
experiments. 
The following results were obtained; (All lengths of 
li:fe in days). 
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TABLE tS. 
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2 6 4 5.2 -
~ = Over 200 days. 
X : Condition not used. 
Room Temperatures = 53 • 66°F. 
AVERAGE 60°F 
Room Relative Humidities : 
66 - 75'].; 
AVERAGE 7Cfi> R.H. 
J:i'rom the above tablesit appears that at the lower con-
ditions of constant temperature and varying humidities, a 
raise in humidity f'rom 7.5% to 100% makes little difference 
to the length of life of the animal. It is at these con-
ditions, and particularly at Room Temperatures that the the 
animal lives longest, and bores most successfully. 
At the higher temperatures, the longevity increases as 
one approaches ?5,, drops Slightly at 90% and rises again at 
100% R.H. 
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lengest a~ 7~ 7 EI:P9fJS slightly at.-900. asd Piseo agaia at. 
100% !hth It would appear then that here,. longevity ·is 
longest at 75% because this is nearest the ·natural atmos-
pheric R.H., bu~ the author has no ~dequate explanation for· 
the. unusual state o:f affairs occurring at 90% and 100% R.H •. 
Consequently, for breeding purposes, the insects were 
kept at Room Temperatures and a humidity varying between 
75% and lOV'% R.H. 
Higher t-emperatures do not increase their activity, it 
seems rather to have a detrimental effect. 
iv) 
<;opulation was observed in a petri-dish with filter 
·· paper on the bottom, and a smaller .dish covering the beetles. 
Since the sexes coul:.d not be told apart, random groups of 
40. - 50 adults were introduced into such petri-dishes and 
their activities watched. 
The number of adult·s in the dish was kept up to the 
same level throughout the year, and the number of copulations 
and. att.empted copulations was not.ed continually. The 
following table (No. lb) and Graph in FIG. tS show the fre- · 
qqency distribtuion of copulations and attempted copulations 
during the period. March, ~950 to October, .1951. 
TABLE. 16. 
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It can be s~en that· there is a definite season during 
which copulation occurs.:, namely the winter months, and 
particularly towards the end .of .the winter. 'J.'here are 
attempts at copulations rigbt througbout. the year, but 
these are never carri~d through to completion. 
·rhe following activities in regard to copulation wer~ M 
noted:-
On encountering a female, th.e male begins the courting, 
. ty touching her with nis antennae·.. The forelegs are used 
· for stroking the .body o~ the .female. They are used rapid· 
ly and alternately, .the antennae vibrating rapidly all the 
while. The male gi'&dually moves round to 't.he hind end, 
stroking the female all the while, until he .is facing in the 
same direction as she. . The female meanwhile st~ncts quite .. 
still with antennae. folded. ·rhe male now begins to stroke 
the elytra with his forelegs, and then moves up onto the 
female's back, bringing the second pair o'f legs into play. 
'•hile the forelegs are still stroking the dorsal side, the 
second patr of legs begin to stroke the end of the abdomen, 
in the vicinity of the female genital opening, to incite 
extrusion of the vagina. '1'he male geni ta.l organ has usually 
· · been .extruded and is in the vicinity of the female genital · 
·opening some time bef·ore the vagina is finally extruded to 
meet it. During· the copulation, the mae oontinues to stroke 
the female as before, with occasional quiescent :periods. 
The female remains quite still during the whole process. 
Under normal condi tiona, the beetles do probably not 
copulate more than on.ce at a time' since they both immediately 
begin boring into the wood, as soon as·the copulation is over. 
'.l.bese beetles have not been observed to emerge from th.e wood 
again, unless the food content is exhausted, and they emerge 
to seek further food.-
About 30 copuiations were observed as described above. 
These observations were made almost exclusively between 11 
a.m. and 2 p.m., though there were .one or two cases earlier 
in the morning, and a. couple later in the· afternoon • Night 
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.observations over a period of one month during the winter 
of 1950, at intervals of 2 or 3 days, shottJed no copulations · 
occurring at night, 
Tlle duration of the act of copulation was fairly con-
.· stant. The duration was timed from the moment of meeting. 
of' the aecteagus and vag.ina, until the moment of separation. 
While the temperatures at which the copulations occuned were 
more or less constant, the .a.Hs. varied considerably. E.g. 
where· 11 copulation.s were .recorded •••••••••• · 
nurat:r ori or 
Copulation. 
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Frorn the po.sit.i.on of copulating couples, it appears 
that: the action normally occurs out of the wood. This 
conclusion is based on the fact that at no time were tum1els 
found in which the diameter was large enough to accomodate 
two beetles in copulating position. 
Since the emergence season (July to September). coincides 
with the period during which copulations are exclusively 
.. Observed, it seems that the adults emerge to COpUlate • 
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v) OVIPOSITION. ........... 
. Owing to the fact that the females bore into the wood 
almost iuunedia.tely after c,opuiation, the act of ovi~osition 
was not observed. However, the following experiments v1ere 
conduct.ed to try to ascertain where and when the beetles do 
oviposit. 
i) g£§!rvetion of Fertilised Females. 
Female:s were removed immediately after copulation am 
placed in glass tubes together with a block of wood. After 
about two days the females began boring· into the \VOod.. An-
other two . days were allowed t.o .elapse, and on each success-
ive day thereafter, one block of the series was opened, 
until the entire series had been examined. · 20 females 
were observed. in this way, the experiment thus taking 24 days 
in all. 
The blocks were carefully examined for signs of eggs, 
both inside and out. · No eggs were eve·r;-observed .• 
The experiment was repeated, with the beetles inoculated 
· into spe.cially prepared tunnels immediately after fertili- · 
sation~ Again no eggs were observed, probably having -been 
overlooked in the frass and rough sides of the tunnels •. 
ii) Att~m12ts at f<2rc:t.ed Lay~P.:&• 
In an attempt to.fforce females to lay eggs in acces-
sible spots they were 'placed, immediately after !'ertilis-
ation, in clean glass tubes. .Lt was hoped that they would 
oviposit on the bottom of the tube, for want of something 
better. However, J.ack of food killed the females after a 
few days. When these female.s were dissected, fairly large 
' 
egg.s were found in the ovarie.s, but., as has been described 
. in the section on the ,Egg, these eggs were probably being 
reabsorbed, owing to the absence of a suii:.a.ble ovipositing 
spot. 
Tlle experiment was repeated, using paper on the bottom 
of the tube, first white·, theri. black, but no eggs 'Were ever 
observed externally. 
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iii) The Gauze Block_ Ex.pei.:imen..~. 
Blocks of the softwood portions of l'inus pinaster were 
cut, about 1~ x 111 . x 1'1 in size. Bandage material or ver,y 
coarse net was wrapped round them, and stuck down with a 
t.hin paste made of flour and water. The blocks were then 
dried in the sun. Care was taken to see that there was 
no wood exposed anywhere. ~he blocks were then placed in 
deep glass dishes, together with 40 - 50 adults each. Two 
days a:f'ter the experiment was begun, a.."1d every day after that, 
the adults were carefully brushed off the blocks, which 
were ~~on examined with a binocular microscope for signs of 
eggs laid in the mesh of tile gauze. Rather than lay eggs 
in the mesh however, the beetles merely bored straight 
through the gauze and into the wood. 
1'he experiment had been used with great success in 
observations on Anobium· Eunctatum, which however, is knovvn 
to lay its eggs in pores in the surface cf the wood, and so 
is easily induced to lay in the mesh (SPILLBR- 1948). This 
is a further indication that Stenoseelis may lay its eggs 
inside the wood. 
By comparison, it may be mentioned that Lyctu~, which 
lays its eggs in pores on the surface of the wood as does 
Anobium, oviposits 2 to 3 days after copulation. So does 
Anobium. Since stenosc~!_2 first bores into the wood before 
it ov lposi ts, as is shown in the previous experiments, and 
as this process usually takes about two weeks, the t~e it 
takes for a normally boring beetle to get reasonably far 
into the wood, it is assumed that ~tenoscelis takes at least 
2 weeks before ovipositing and probably longer. (This is 
assuming that the beetle lays its eggs at the end of the 
tunnel and not along the sides). In the Bostrichidae, the 
only other family (for which a description of sorts is 
available) which feeds on the wood in both adult and larval 
stages, the time between copulation and oviposition is not 
known accurately, but as the eggs are laid at the ends of 
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tunnel! which the females bore after copulation, the time 
. taken betweE:n copulation and oviposition is calculated as 
being about 2 - 3 weeks, which is the time a normal boring 
adult takes to bore a tunnel of equal Glepth. · 
i v) ·.· ·Long Term Observations~ 
About 30 adults were- placed in a dish· with a large 
block of the.softwood portion of .Pinus Einest!_!:,which had 
previously been carefully examined for signs ot~ earlier 
. ·. 
inf'est.ation. The dish was then placed in a dessicator at 
100% R.H• and Room Temperatures (ab~ut 60- 70°'b"') during 
the experiment. These conditions from reference to the 
adult longevity tables (Section I (iii)) are. seen to be some 
. 
of' the most favourable for tbe beetles;. The dessicabr was 
tbe.n set aside for 6 months• After this time the block was 
carefully opened with a chisel, and the adults removed~ Tbe 
tunnels were carefully e?tamlned. 
TWo small larvae of head capsule sizes {breadth)c ~325mms• 
The .blocks were inoculated on the 21/7/50; and opened 
on the 16/1/51•~ Unfortunately, because the pre-oviposition 
. period is not known; the age of' ·the larva cannot be deter.;;; 
mined by this means• However, it. does seem significant 
that the larva fits correctly into the group A in the 
Seasonal History Graph in F:ID• at the correct time of the 
year for the presence of larvae of this size. 
The impression gained .from this .work is that oviposition 
occurs inside the wood possibly about a month after ferti-
lisation. The eggs are probably dropped :at the end of 
the tunnel which the female beetle bores after f'ertilisation.o 
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vi) ADULT F&l<;DING. 
St.enoscelis adults feed and bore in exactly the same 
way as. their.la.rvae. 
In feeding, the beetle holds its!..mandibles· apart., and 
pointing stiffly downwa,rds, and then pushes them strongly 
downwards into the wood. kiere they ar£: pul~ed together, 
the head is drawn away, and a. piece of wood is drawn into 
the buccal cavity at the same time·. The antennae are held 
'at right angles to the head right ·throughout the process. 
During feeding the beetle .rests on itstarsal spurs, 
digging them into the wood on the sides or the tunnels. 
. . 
The metatarsi are held up and away from the wood.. This 
mellhod is probably used by the beetles during boring, the 
tarsal claws probably being used t·o ·push them forward. 
Attempts to inoc~late adults in the same way as larvae 
proved adequate but unnecessary, ·.since· ad.ults are able to 
bore into wood lllrem .the outside without assistance, .if the 
conditions are t~voura.ble. These conditions include, a 
:fairly' rough surface, since if the wood is completely smooth 
or polished, the be-etle.s seem unable t.o bore in, and die. 
~ibis may account for the small number of Stenoscelis attacks 
on polished furniture. 
On being given a block containing both soft and .hard 
wood, the beetle invariably begins boring at the soft part, ~ 
but it will attack the hard part if nothing else is available. 
A striking case is the log shown in fl".IG. t6, wllich consisted 
of . soft wood surrounding a very hard core • The beetles had 
riddled the so.ft wood until it was nothing but a shell, and . 
.. then began to attack the hard core, for want of something 
better on which to feed. 
A beetle will begin boring aln!ost immediately after 
being ·placed _on a piece-of wood, and always bores along the_ 
annual rings. The tunnels may ramify all over the sapwood 
portion of one annual ring, until it is more or less com-
pletely eaten away. Only then will the adult bore cross• · 
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FIG. 16. 
grain into the next sapwood ring. There is no definite 
pattern to the tunnelling, with beetles often recrossing 
their own paths in their borings. 
The d&mage done by J tenoscelis is very similar to that 
of Anobium £2Unctatum Mel. .Lyctus brunneus wi tb Which it is 
often confused. lts smaller channels and the finer texture 
of the dust and pellets enable it to be distinguished, by 
careful examination, from the other two. However, this 
difference is so slight, that it is not at all a pparent to 
a layman, which results in many reports of Stenoscelis in-
• festation being revealed as Anobium and vice versa. 
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The beetles leave frass behind them in the tunnels, 
and may push it out behind them at the entrance holes, to 
f orm a small pile of dust at the surface. It is this pile 
of dust which identif ies the presence of the woodborer to 
the householder. 
The frass of the adult is very similar to that left by 
the larvae, and it is often very difficult t o tell them . 
apart. Howev r, it has been shown that pel ets are formed 
by the adults as well as the l arvae, and therefore that they 
do also actually feed on the wood, and do not merely bore 
through it. 
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Two species of Braconid wasps were found to be primary 
arasites of the pupae and larvae of ;:)tenoscelis. The 
larvae, upae and adults of these ere collected, but have 
not yet been identified. 
The adults of these asps were found in great abundance 
in s ome of the infestations brought into the laborator y, 
particularly in Beech flooring blocks during the summer of 
1 5 - 1951 . The larvae were found in only t wo c ases to 
be actually attacking a arva or pupa of dtenoscelis , but 
larvae and pupae e re very oft n found lying about in the 
tunnels. ~he adults ap rently enter down one of the flight 
holes made by anemer ing beetle , and move down it until 
they find a upa or l arva on which to lay their eggs . The 
host is sucked quite dry. 
The mi te Pedic ul oi des ventric osus is found in c onsider-
able numbers a t tacking both pu ae and adults , as ell as 
l arvae of ' tenoscelis, oft&n right inside the ood, through-
out the whole of the time tha t this work was unde r t aken . 
hese ests are very revalent in the laboratory, att acking 
the eggs, larvae, pupae and adults of all the insects un er 
observa tion in the l a orat~ry. 
However, neither of these occur in sufficient numbers 
to cause any serious dam~e to the beetl s, at 
though it is ossible tha t it ne cessar y these 
resent , 
eats can be 
bred up in sufficient quant i tie s to be of ·ractica l use in 
t he biological cor trol of . 'tenoscelis . 
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L - DISCUSSION. 
The state of incompleteness of this thesis is due, to 
a large extent, to the necessity of deriving technique s for 
the various ex eriments as the work progressed. The 
hard medium in which the beetle lives makes it difficult to 
obse rve it in any of the more ordinary ways, resulting in 
the neces ity for' less relable methods of deduction. · The 
lack of time was a serious handicap , since it did not allow 
any re pe tition6f f aulty or indefinite experiments, which 
might have given more relevant results. 
However, the following number of points presented 
themaaves for discussion. 
1) The fact that so little published information on this 
species is available mak~ it difficult to obtain a clear 
picture of its distribution, and it leaves the position of 
its original habitat rather doubtful. 
It, as some authors suggest, Stenoscelis is indigenous 
to oouth frica, it must be of reasonably long standi ng, and 
must have been well established in an indigenous host plant 
before the introduction of foreign forest trees. Unfor-
tunately, the beetle has transf erred its attentions to these 
foreign trees, and it is difficult to trace it back to its 
orig inal indig,nous host. 
l t may even be possible that the beetle has been intro-
duced into outh i f'rica in quite recent times, and is actually 
indigenous to some other locality here it is so insigni-
ficant as to have been overlooked. .r or example, it may be 
indigenous to the candanavian countries, whence come most 
of the Pinus sp. forming a large part of the Forests in the 
estern f rovince, for which Stenoscel!! has a particular 
liking. Or, as it has been found in cacia sp., it may have 
been introduced from Australia. 
A study of the chemical compositions of the wood of the 
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various kinds of indigenous forest trees , and a com arisen 
with t h ose of forei n tree s for which tenoscelis shows a 
liking, should provide a clue as t o the original host of 
the be tle. 
further clue might be afforded by information as to 
which trees on r·t. He lena are attacked by the beetle, and 
in what kind of wood it was first found. (The descri tion 
I 
by , 'ollaston (1864') and his later (1877) few ara raphs on 
the habits of t he beetle, do not rovide any such information). 
2) An interesting aspect is the pos s ible competi tion which 
the beetle encounters in its environment. In the ~testern 
·rovince there are a number of beetles, apart from tenoscelisi 
which till recently were considered of rimary im ortance 
as regards damage to timber. he best known of th se are 
H:rlotruEe s bajulus , Anobium Eunctatum, 
some Bostrichids. tenoscelis now a 
Lyctus brunneus and 
r.st 
ears to be he ading the" 
aft e r Hylotrupes, and the question arises as to whether this 
is because these competitors are being elimin ted thus leav-
ing an open habitat for ~tenoscelis, or merely because the 
regul tiona regarding compulsory eradication of Hylotrupes 
infested wood, and strong recommendations to remove all 
~nobium and Lyctus infested wood as well (which came into 
force in 1946) have unearthed hitherto liSuspected infestat-.. 
ions by Stenoscelis. ( he numbe r of re orts of Stenoscelis 
infestat i on increased from 1946 on ards). 
All the available information represents number of 
reports of '"" tenoscelis infestation, rathe r than number of 
beetles , and thus at this stage it ca rmot be decided which 
of the two possibilities mentioned above is the actual 
correct one. 
The study of th pre:fere nces of t1 e other important 
woodborers in the • • as compared with otenoscelis, shows 
that this bee tle has an extremely wide range of attack , as 
far as ty e o:f w od , age of wood , and condit ons of wood 
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are c oncerned. In f act it seems to embrace nearly all 
the prefe r ences of these other beetles. If , as ha s been 
suggest ed as a possibilityt these beetles a re competitors 
of tenoscelis, the wide r ange of the l a tter will make f or 
its greate r success . 
3) 
t:l 
lt is unfortuna te that t he ov i1-.. osi ted ec: -; of the be~t.e 
a s neve r observed , since on t h i s obse rvation depends much 
of the followin wor k . Important resu ts which are con-
sequently left to conjecture. are: a) the exact tilne of 
oviposi t i on b) the exact time of hatchi ng of the eggs 
c) the tota l l ength of the l a rva l stage a nd c onsequently 
the tota l l engt h of t he life history of the insect gene r · lly. 
'he l ack of a description of the life histor y of a beetle 
of the same or an allied f'amily, with similar habits, makes 
eve n a comparitive guess diffic lt. 
n c ommon wit h many Curculionids, the eggs of Stenos-
ce lis , when l a id) a re probably very small, and of indeter-
mina te colour. Moreover the are l a id inside t he wood nd 
are therefore probably overlooked. 
4) As has been pointed out above, the oviposited egg, and 
consequently the newly ha tche d l a rva have neve r been o·bser-
ved. These l a rvae are no doubt very small. Larvae were 
only obse rved after they had re ached a certain size and one 
conseque ntly ha s no idea of t he numbe r of instars which the y 
have pas sed throu h before this s · ze. Therefore t he total 
number of instars is not known, and the author ba to start 
his i nvesti gations with l arvae t hat have a lready passed 
through some instars. 
r he habit of t he larva of boring in wood makes it 
extremly di ff icult t o actually observe a s ries of moults 
in any individual larva , as bas been explained in the text. 
!owever, some idea of the number of larval instars was 
nece s s ary, and the aut hor was forced to resort to a se ries 
of indirect methods ofdetermining this number f instars, 
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1) Stenoscelis hylastoides is distributed in the coastal 
areas between the ,"estern ape rovince and ~atal , a.s f ar 
a s is known, and is considered an important economic wood-
boring pest in the .Jestern Cape rovince. It shows signs 
of becoming an even great e r prob.Lem. 
2) It a ttacks a l arg variety of ty es of woo , but refers 
t he softe r varietie s. 
3) The egg stage as such was not observed, but tile egg 
was seen in the ovary. The fema le appears to return into 
the wood after copulation to oviposit. 
4) The l arval stage has been studied as far a s pos ible, 
but the hara medium in which it lives, makes it difficult 
to obt ain an accurate picture of the tota l life history. 
B thre diff e r ent meth ods , a life history of about 1 years 
is indica ted, with about 13 instars. 
5) The pupa l stage has been closely studied. ~ts duration 
was fond to be 22.5 days days ( vera ,e), and it take s 
pla ce during the height of t he swruner. 
6) 'l h re is no noticeable external difference by hich the 
diffe r nt sexes could be identifi d in the ad lt form. 
7) The beetles emerge during the winter a onths, and 
co ulat e towards the end of the winter . J.t is su osed 
that t he females return to the wood to oviposit during the 
e arly pring. 
8) Adults may live up to 14 months. ~t wa s found th~ t 
intermediate t emperatures (6 - 7 °F) and elative humidities 
of about 75~ to 90% were the best conditions for the adults. 
9) Ce rtain natura1l enemies are resent , and these may be 
of' use in t.he future c ontrol of this beelte. 
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